‘When Mooch met
Joseph.’ Mooch
was always curious
– he was just a
baby when this was
taken.

A Millipede: many legs make light work of hypersensitive skin: insects
helping people to welcome physical contact.

A snake in the grass – Frostie was
found in a field in rural Staffordshire,
where he was a little obvious to
predators ...

Mooch was a large lizard
(just over three feet in
length), but a gentle
giant who just loved to
cuddle.

Top left: Sebastian at work
in a dementia care home in
Derbyshire.
Courtesy Sophie Wedgewood,
sophiewedgewood.com)

Top right: Posing for professional
photographs did not faze
Sebastian at all!
Courtesy Andy Pickard,
Peacock Obscura Photography)

Left: Sebastian with me at a
weekend Scout and Guide camp,
where we put the attendees
through a sensory educational
workshop. I asked the questions
and Sebastian provided the
exciting and fun sensory stimulus!
(Courtesy Andy Pickard,
Peacock Obscura Photography)

Shiver giving a young
blind adult a sensory
experience by ‘kissing’
her on the cheek. In
addition the girl also
stroked and held Shiver.

Before he would fully uncurl,
Wasabi would sniff my nose
and lips to check it was me.
This seemed to instil in him a
feeling of confidence, which
made me very proud.

Wasabi became very outgoing for a
Hedgehog. This picture was taken during
a rest break on a working visit to The
Trentham Estate in Staffordshire. He was
exploring the grounds, supervised by me.
Hedgehogs love to explore, and a garden
filled with warm summer sun is the ideal
location for a supervised amble.

Above left: Ferrets are highly
intelligent, and Johnnie was no
exception. Here he is with his
head in a book!
(Courtesy Andy Pickard,
Peacock Obscura Photohgraphy)

Above: Let sleeping Ferrets
lie: Ferrets can sleep for up
to 20 hours a day – the Ferret
equivalent of teenagers!

Tortoises in conversation – we have two
Tortoises at Critterish Allsorts: George, the
Hermann’s, and Moshi, who is a Horsefield.
Here they are seen in rare conversation with
each other: generally, George is chasing
Moshi (who is twice his size) away from his
‘patch.’ Wonder what they talk about ...?
Stoosh and I at a show, where the public
got to learn all about Skunks and their value
as therapy animals. Stoosh has the ability
to firstly make most people sit up and take
notice ... and then melt in delight!

